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This is a Tutorial on creating new and custom Creature Models 
based upon existing PC Model body and armor parts.  

Author: Harliquinn Whiteshadow (HARLIQUINN_WHITESHADOW@HOTMAIL.COM) 
 
Suggested Applications 
NWN Viewer v1.01 (Author: Zoligato) – http://nwvault.ign.com/Files/other/data/1026158289673.shtml 
Obsidian Scaler/Skinner v0.01 (Author: |||Snakeeyes|||) – http://nwvault.ign.com/Files/other/data/1030162054010.shtml 
c-tools v0.6 (Author: NWN-J3D Project) – http://nwn-j3d.sourceforge.net 
A HakPak Creator (Bioware or Alternate) – To create and modify HakPaks 
A Text Editor (Notepad, WordPad, etc) – To edit the ascii model files 
An Image Editing Program (Paint Shop Pro, PhotoShop) – To convert bitmap (.BMP) to targa (.TGA) and to edit image files. 
 
Goal: Create a Human Creature through Pieces Parts Modeling 
 The tutorial will go step-by-step through the process of creating a single model based upon a Player Character model, 
that can be used as a creature in the Toolset palette. Several tutorials exist on reskinning and scaling existing creature models, 
so I will not go into those details beyond mentioning where they may occur.  The goal of this tutorial is to go through the steps 
to create a custom Creature Model by assembling pieces and parts of a PC that you create in the Toolset, with associated 
clothing and armor.  

PC models are stored as .UTC files, while custom armor items are stored as .UTI files. We will use those files as well 
as other applications to assemble a custom model file for use as a Creature. 

 
STOP! This tutorial assumes a working knowledge of the Aurora Toolset and creating Creatures and 
Items! It also assumes the ability to create and use HakPaks in a Module. 
 
Step 1: Create your Player Character 
 
Tools: Aurora Toolset 
 

Select Creature Wizard from the menu bar and create a Female Human (Figure 1). Follow the prompts and choose the 
following: 

Monster Type: Human 
Class and Level: Any (Fighter used in Tutorial) 

 Appearance and Portrait: Female Human (Any Portrait) 
 

 
Figure 1: Creature Wizard - Human Female  

 
Set your Faction settings to anything, give your character a name, and save it in Tutorial. For this Tutorial the 

character is Penelope. 

Creature Modeling from Pieces and Parts of PC Models 
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Step 2: Modify your Player Character 
 
Tools:  Aurora Toolset 
 

Select your new character from the Palette, right click on the name and select Edit from the drop down menu. This 
brings up the Creature Properties window. Click on Appearance from the tabbed menu. This brings up the Appearance window 
in which you can change the physical characteristics of your character, including her face, tattoos, and missing limbs (Don’t do 
this until you’re comfortable with the process) as well as set the color of your character’s skin, hair, and tattoos. First thing you 
should do is click on Inventory… and remove any armor or weapons from your character, so you can edit her actual physical 
form without armor getting in the way (Figure 2). 

 

 
Figure 2: Appearance Tab of Creature Properties Window 

The key to remember is, that each body part listed on this screen is actually a separate model file (extension .mdl) in 
Neverwinter Nights. The complete Character Model is generated by automatically combining these separate parts into the 
whole body dynamically by the game and toolset. Our goal is to accomplish the same thing manually in order to make this 
finished creature a single model for use from the palette and as a monster, which can be scaled or manipulated. 

First thing to do is click on Color… and change the color of your character’s skin, hair and any tattoos (We aren’t 
using tattoos in the tutorial, but the process is the same if you have a limb with tattoo’s). The color palettes are similar, showing 
swatches of colors to choose from for the body parts (Figure 3). The game refers to the colors by integer values from 0 to 63. 
Values 56 to 63 are ‘hidden’ in the toolset, but include pure white, pure black, and several metallic shades. These can be set by 
dragging your cursor from a currently selected color down to the ‘row’ below the last row displayed. Once you have your 
colors chosen, accept the changes and return to the Appearance tab (Figure 4). We are giving Penelope light bluish white skin 
and brass colored hair for this tutorial. The Skin color chosen is number 20 and the Hair color chosen is 0. There are no specific 
tattoo colors chosen since we are not using those for this tutorial. 
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Figure 3: Color Chart for Skin Color 

 

 
Figure 4: Might Merchant Skin and Hair Color chosen 

 
STOP! Record the numbers chosen for Skin, Hair, Tattoo 1 and Tattoo 2 colors before proceeding! 

 
Now, we will choose the head for the character (At this point you would also choose any tattoo features for other body 

parts or remove body parts but that is not covered in this tutorial). We will choose a head with a headband (Head #003) for 
Penelope (Figure 5). If you change other body parts, record the numbers for each body part separately for future reference 
(Usually 0, 1 or 2). 
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Figure 5: Wizened Head for Penelope 

 
Step 3: Create your Player Character’s Armor 
 
Tools:  Aurora Toolset 
 

Select Item Wizard from the menu bar and create a new piece of Armor. Follow the prompts and choose the 
following: 

Item Type: Armor 
Name: Any 

 Palette Category: Tutorial 
 
 
Step 4: Modify your Player Character’s Armor 
 
Tools:  Aurora Toolset 
 

Select your new armor from the Palette, right click on the name and select Edit from the drop down menu. This brings 
up the Item Properties window. Click on Appearance from the tabbed menu. This brings up the Appearance window in which 
you can change the physical characteristics of the armor, including which pieces are present, colors and if it is for male or 
female (Figure 6). For this tutorial, choose Female for the Appearance radio button choice. 
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Figure 6: Appearance Tab of Item Properties (Armor) 

 
The key to remember again is, that each armor part listed on this screen is actually a separate model file (extension 

.mdl) in Neverwinter Nights. The complete Armor Model is generated by automatically combining these separate parts into the 
whole body dynamically by the game and toolset. Our goal is to accomplish the same thing manually in order to make this 
finished creature (including armor chosen here) a single model for use from the palette and as a monster, which can be scaled 
or manipulated. 

First, change the various armor values until you have the armor looking the way you want it to look on your character 
(Figure 7). You may add or remove any piece during this process. Our armor will be vest-like and billowy and leaving the feet 
and lower legs bare. Values of (000) on this screen typically mean that a piece of armor is not part of the whole suit and the 
character’s underlying skin will show through on that piece. 

 

 
Figure 7: Armor selection for Penelope 

At this point, click on Color… and choose the colors for your armor. The 6 colors that may be set are Leather 1, 
Leather 2, Cloth 1, Cloth 2, Metal 1 and Metal 2. The palettes are arranged the same way as the Skin and Hair palettes (Figure 
3). Once you are happy with your color choices, record the color numbers for each of the 6 material types. We are choosing a 
blue/purple appearance for Penelope, with leather and cloth values matching (Figure 8). The numbers of our colors are: Leather 
1 (#54), Leather 2 (#20), Cloth 1(#54), Cloth 2 (#20), Metal 1 (#8), and Metal 2 (#0). 
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Figure 8: Penelope Armor colored 

 
STOP! Record the numbers chosen for Leather, Cloth and Metal colors before proceeding! 

 
Step 5: Equip your Player Character with the Armor 
 
Tools:  Aurora Toolset 
 

Select your character from the Palette, right click on the name and select Edit from the drop down menu. This brings 
up the Creature Properties window. Click on Inventory… and choose the Custom tab. Click on Tutorial and drag your newly 
created armor onto your character’s armor inventory slot. When you are done, you should see your character wearing the armor 
(Figure 9). Make any changes to either the character or armor until it is in the final version that you want it. 

 

 
Figure 9: Penelope wearing Armor 

 
STOP! Make any final adjustments to your Character or Armor at this point before proceeding! 
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Step 6: Exporting your Character 
 
Tools:  Aurora Toolset 
 

Select Export from the File menu bar. Select Blueprints for Creatures from the dropdown list at the bottom, and 
select your character from the list displayed (Figure 10). For this tutorial, the .erf file is called Penelope.erf. If the armor has 
been attached to your character, the information for it will be contained in the .erf file as well. 

 

 
Figure 10: Exporting Creature Blueprint 

 
Step 7: Extracting Model Information for your Character 
 
Tools:  NWN Viewer v1.01 
 

Select MOD HAK ERF from the File menu bar of NWN Viewer. Locate your character’s .erf file and open it 
(penelope.erf in the case of the tutorial). There will be 3 files contained within: Export information, character file 
(penelope.utc) and armor file (test_armor.uti) (Figure 11). 

 

 
Figure 11: NWN Viewer screen for ERF Files 

Select the penelope.utc file and write down the numbers next to each body part and corresponding color in this file. 
The numbers represent the numbers chosen in the toolset when changing the appearance of the character model (Figure 12). 
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Figure 12: Numbers corresponding to Body Parts and Colors 

Next, select the test_armor.uti file and write down the numbers next to each armor part and the material colors (The 
armor parts should correspond to the body parts, except the head which gets replaced by other models). These numbers may be 
different from the actual numbers used in choosing your armor pieces in the toolset (Figure 13). 
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Figure 13: Numbers corresponding to Armor Parts and Colors 

Step 8: Extracting Model Files for your Character 
 
Tools:  NWN Viewer v1.01 
 

Select BIF -> Neverwinter Nights from the File menu bar of NWN Viewer. Locate and select the 
data/models_01.bif file. The first model (.MDL) to extract is the base female human model. This will eventually become our 
canvas upon which to copy and paste the individual model pieces. Select the a_fa.mdl file and right click to extract the file to a 
location for future use (Figure 14). Do not worry about the missing leg, all the information we will need is contained in the 
model.  

NOTE: If you create a character that is not a female human, you will have to fine out what the base file is for your 
particular model. You can do this by extracting an NPC model of the type you have created, converting it to ascii as 
highlighted in the steps below, and look at the setsupermodel line in the ascii file. This will be the base model for your 
character type and that is the model that should be extracted at this step. 
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Figure 14: Female Human Base Model (a_fa.mdl) 

 
Once this model is extracted, it is time to extract the individual model files for each part of our character’s body. 

Select data/models_02.bif from the list of files. Since our character is a Female Human, we will extract the files starting with 
“pfh0_”. This is the designation for P=PC, F=Female (M=Male), H=Human, 0=Phenotype 0 (2=Phenotype 2). Depending on 
the type of character you created (Perhaps a dwarf male, or a female gnome, you will need to extract the appropriately headed 
files). 

NOTE: I believe the following are the designations for other races: Halfling (a), Dwarf (d), Elf (e), Gnome (g), Half-
Orc (o), Human (h). 

 
Scroll through the list of model files until you locate the files starting with “pfh0_”. Refer to the numbers you wrote 

down for the Armor pieces and extract each of the appropriate files. Remember, for ALL body parts except the Head, use the 
numbers you wrote down from the armor (UTI) file. Only the Appearance_Head entry from the character (UTC) file is used 
to determine the head model. For instance, if the number for ArmorPart_Lbicep is 1, then extract the file pfh0_bicepl001.mdl. 
The corresponding relationships are: 

 
Body Part Armor Designation Model Designation 
Head Appearance_Head head### 
Neck ArmorPart_Neck neck### 
Torso ArmorPart_Torso chest### 
Pelvis ArmorPart_Pelvis pelvis### 
Belt ArmorPart_Belt belt### 
Right Shoulder ArmorPart_RShoul shor### 
Left Shoulder ArmorPart_LShoul shol### 
Right Bicep ArmorPart_RBicep bicepr### 
Left Bicep ArmorPart_LBicep bicepl### 
Right Forearm ArmorPart_RFArm forer### 
Left Forearm ArmorPart_LFArm forel### 
Right Hand ArmorPart_RHand handr### 
Left Hand ArmorPart_LHand handl### 
Right Thigh ArmorPart_RThigh legr### 
Left Thigh ArmorPart_LThigh legl### 
Right Shin ArmorPart_RShin shinr### 
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Left Shin ArmorPart_LShin shinl### 
Right Foot ArmorPart_RFoot footr### 
Left Foot ArmorPart_LFoot footl### 

 
Extract all the body parts necessary from the files using NWN Viewer, saving them in one spot for later use. If a 

model has number 001, that means it has no armor over the skin, and the skin color will show through on that armor piece 
(Figure 15). If a piece has a number greater than 001, then the appropriate armor piece will be extracted and used in that spot 
(Figure 16). If there is a 0 in the UTI file listing for a particular armor piece (Shoulder and Belt usually), that means the 
particular armor piece is not used and needs not be extracted. Finally the head value is obtained in the Character (UTC) file, 
and should be extracted as well (Figure 17). 

 

 
Figure 15: Models with 001 extensions show the underlying skin 
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Figure 16: Models with numbers > 001 represent Armor patterns 

 

 
Figure 17: Head Model numbers are Appearance_Head in the .UTC file 

 
STOP! Make sure all necessary files are extracted before proceeding! 
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Step 9: Extracting Bitmap Texture Files for your Character 
 
Tools: NWN Viewer v1.01 
 Image Editor/Converter (Paint Shop Pro, PhotoShop, etc). 
 

Select MOD HAK ERF from the File menu bar of NWN Viewer. Locate the file 
NeverwinterNights\NWN\texturepacks\Textures_Tpa.erf in your Neverwinter Nights installation directory. Open this file 
in NWN Viewer, as it contains the high-resolution images used for all texture maps. Player Character textures are stored as 
Palette files (.PLT). They contain the palettes that the toolset contains, and the NWN Viewer allows for the creation of an 
appropriately colored texture to be exported as a bitmap (.BMP). 

Locate the names of the .PLT files that correspond to the .MDL files you extracted previously. The names will start 
with “pfh0_” again and they will end with the body part in question. Select the Head .PLT file as an example (Figure 18). A 
palette similar to the one in the toolset appears (This palette includes the 8 hidden colors along the bottom however).  A 
preview of the texture map for this model piece is displayed on the right. Using the NWN Viewer tool, set the 10 colors as they 
were set for your armor and character (Skin, Hair, 2 Tattoos, 2 Cloth, 2 Leather, 2 Metal). Use either the numbers you wrote 
down from the UTI file or the color position from the toolset palette. Once you have set these colors, the preview should reflect 
the look of your character or armor model when you designed it in the toolset (Figure 19). Once it matches, click on Export 
(BMP) and save your file under the same name as it appears in the NWN Viewer.  

 

 
Figure 18: Palette file for the Head Model (No colors set) 

NOTE: Just as a precaution, the NWN Viewer does not always make the correct correspondence between the 
materials when extracting the PLT files. It is best to keep the Aurora Toolset open with your custom armor showing so that 
colors may be compared with the materials easily and accurately. Occasionally leather and cloth are switched around in the 
NWN Viewer extract screen. (v1.1) 

 
NOTE: One benefit of using NWN Viewer to extract the colored textures is that you are not constrained to a single 

color for all leather on your model. Occasionally there will be a suit of armor in which you would like different colors for the 
materials on different body parts. This is not possible in the toolset, but it is possible to choose different material colors for 
each armor piece, allowing for an even greater range of freedom for your custom NPC appearance. (v1.1) 
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Figure 19: Palette file for the Head Model (Colored) 

 
Some areas of the body do not need every color set (For instance the Bicep in our example only needs the skin color 

set) (Figure 20). Continue to extract the appropriately colored bitmaps until there is one texture .BMP file for each model 
extracted previously.  

 

 
Figure 20: Some Models may not need all Colors set prior to Export 

 
STOP! Make sure all necessary texture files are extracted before proceeding! 

 
After extracting all the necessary .BMP files, they must be converted to 24-Bit Uncompressed Targa (.TGA) files. 

Using your favorite image editing or conversion tool, convert all the .BMP files to .TGA files. Once they are converted, you 
will have to rename the files to a unique name. I suggest replacing the “pfh0_” part of the files and leaving the rest for 
reference. For this tutorial, the renamed files are renamed with the letters “pene_” at the front. 
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NOTE: Creating Shiny Textures (v1.1) 
The default Bioware textures for PC’s contain an element of shininess and metallic reflection, most obvious for larger 

pieces of metal armor. This is accomplished using the alpha channel of the .TGA texture files. However, when extracting the 
textures using NWN Viewer, the alpha channel is lost in the conversion to .BMP format. However, included here is a short 
tutorial on recreating the appropriate alpha channel for the texture files extracted. This part of the tutorial assumes some 
working knowledge of adding or modifying alpha channels of 32-bit .TGA files. The way in which shininess is preserved is by 
allowing varying degrees of transparency in the texture. White denotes an area of complete opacity and black denotes an area 
of complete transparency. Values in between produce varying levels of opacity, allowing the silver base model to show through 
slightly, providing the metallic sheen on armor and other areas (including hair). 

The first step is to choose the armor/body part that has metal for which you wish to preserve the reflective properties. 
For this tutorial, I will use an entirely different head (pfh0_head011), as it contains both metal and hair textures to 
demonstrate both effects. Figure 21 shows the base head texture; once it is colored the correct way for the model and extracted 
as a .BMP, then the alpha channel may be created. In order to produce a good alpha channel, we will use one of the hidden 
textures (Number 60), which is a grayscale gradient texture that produces a corresponding variance on the surfaces. 
For every part of the texture that you wish to create shininess, assign the texture 60 (Highlighted in Figure 22). For this 
example, that includes Metal01, Metal02, and Hair. All other parts of the texture should be assigned pure black (Figure 22). 

 

 
Figure 21: The Original texture map for metal and hair shininess 

 

 
Figure 22: Using the grayscale gradient to shade the metal and hair 

Once the textures have been set, click on Export (BMP) and save your file under a different name. Because of the way 
the hair is textured, it is necessary to reduce the amount of shininess this method produces. To do this, it is best to create a 
mask of just the hair. An easy way to do this is to create the texture with the hair as pure white and all other materials as pure 
black (Figure 23). 
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Figure 23: Using white and black to create a mask of the hair for selection 

 After this is set, click on Export (BMP) and save your file under yet another name. These temporary files may be 
removed later once they are used.  
 The next step is to open up both images in your favorite image editor. I used Paint Shop Pro to do the next steps. The 
first step is to produce a “negative’ image of the gradient texture. This causes all areas of white to appear black, all black areas 
to appear white and the grayscales to invert (Figure 24). Most image editors have this functionality, and this is the image that 
will be used as the alpha channel for your extracted texture.  

 

 
Figure 24: The gradient texture map produced after using the Negative filter 

 To produce more natural hair shininess, I recommend using the black and white image that was extracted with the hair 
areas as white. Using your image editor, select that area from the black and white image. Once that selection is created, you 
should save the selection and then load the selection onto the gradient image you just produced (Figure 25). 
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Figure 25: The selection from the black and white loaded into the Gradient image 

 
 Using the image editor, it is necessary to reduce the range of values in the hair region (Or as an alternative, to lighten 
the hair region). I recommend the following values in the hair region (Minimum pixel value: 180, Maximum pixel value: 255). 
Using the Histogram adjustment function of Paint Shop Pro, the resulting image (Modifying just the lightness of the hair 
region, using the selection tool) appears in Figure 26. 
 

 
Figure 26: The final gradient image to use for the Alpha Channel  

  
 This is the final image that will be used as the alpha channel of the particular node’s texture map. Depending on the 
image editing software you are using, this alpha channel will be created from this particular image or pasted. You should save 
this image to a new file name with the .TGA extension. Open the colored texture file that will represent this node, and attach 
this image as the alpha channel. When you complete your model and open it in the toolset or the game, you will see that your 
metal is now shiny, and the hair has a nice sheen to it that gives it body and life. It is a lot of extra work, but will cause your 
models to be a step above the rest that do not use this process. 
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Step 10: Converting NWN Model files to ASCII Format 
 

Tools: c-tools v0.6 
  

Copy the mdl2ascii.exe file into the same directory as your extracted models (.MDL). Run the mdl2ascii.exe file on 
all the model files extracted. They will have an .ascii extension afterwards (Figure 27). Delete the original .MDL files and 
rename all the .ascii files back to .mdl for use. In addition, convert the base model you extracted for use with your particular 
character (For this tutorial, that is the a_fa.mdl file). This will be the file you use as a base for your new model. 

 

 
Figure 27: Result of running MDL2ASCII on .mdl files 

 
Step 11: Preparing your Base Model for Construction 

 
Tools: Obsidian Scaler/Skinner v0.01 

Text Editor (WordPad, Notepad, etc) 
  

Open the a_fa.mdl file in the ObsidianSS tool. Do not change any values once loaded, but choose Save and save the 
file to a new name. This name should be the name that you will refer to your model by and it should be unique (Figure 28). The 
Tutorial will use the name Penelope.mdl for our character model. Exit from ObsidianSS after you save the file. 

 

 
Figure 28: ObsidianSS - Save Model File to new name 
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Open up the resulting file (penelope.mdl in this Tutorial) with your favorite Text Editor and change the 
setsupermodel line to look like the highlighted text below (Figure 29). This sets the animation supermodel for your model. 
Since we are basing our model on an existing PC model, we will take advantage of the animations that are already defined. 
This will make our model smaller in size and allow our model to inherit all the animations that Neverwinter Nights defines for 
that particular PC. 

 

 
Figure 29: SetSuperModel changed to default PC Base Model 

The next step is to search for the word “newanim”. This starts the section of the model file that contains the pre-
existing animations. We want to delete all the animations from this file, since we have just set the supermodel reference to the 
base NWN model for our particular PC race. Remove all the text between the first newanim line and the last line of the model 
(Figure 30), which should be something similar to: donemodel penelope 

 
This tells the model file that the model is completely described. The word after donemodel is the name of your 

model file (Penelope in the case of the Tutorial). 
 

 
Figure 30: Delete all Animations between 'newanim' and 'donemodel' 
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Your model is now ready for Pieces Parts! 
 

Step 12: Building your Creature Character by Pieces Parts Modeling 
 

Tools: Text Editor (WordPad, Notepad, etc) 
  

Now that your character model file is prepared (penelope.mdl in this Tutorial), you may begin the Pieces Parts 
integration of the individual models into your model. The basic premise behind this is that your base model contains a series of 
descriptions for every armor/body part in a model. We are simply going to replace this information with the information 
contained in each of the extracted model (.MDL) files for the armor and head of our character. 

Open your base model file (penelope.mdl for the Tutorial) in your favorite Text Editor (Figure 31). Each armor/body 
part is described as a ‘node’. The first node in the file is a dummy node, which merely establishes the name of your model as 
the parent for everything else. The second node is the rootdummy node, which establishes the starting location for all other 
model parts to attach to and build upon.  

 

 
Figure 31: Node 1: dummy, Node 2: rootdummy 

 
The node after the rootdummy is the first node we will replace. For the female human model, the node belongs to the 

pelvis model. The node itself is called pelvis_g (Don’t change the node names, as that creates reference problems later) (Figure 
32). The information directly under the node is the parent, the particular node that this body part is linked to in the model. The 
next line of information contains the position of the body part with respect to its parent. The line after that contains the 
orientation information of the body part with respect to its parent. We will never change those 3 lines for any node! 

The label before the name of the node indicates the type of node it is: trimesh or danglymesh. Trimesh is used 
for most of the standard models and contains only rigid triangles within the model part. Danglymesh is used for cloth and other 
models that need to wave or flap. When replacing body parts, it is necessary to match this label between the model file you 
are copying and pasting from. Therefore, if the individual piece for the pelvis was a danglymesh in the individual model file, 
you would change the label in your character file to danglymesh also. 

 
STOP! Remember to Save and Backup your work Frequently during these steps! 
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Figure 32: Character Model: First Node to Replace (Leaving Parent, Position and Orientation as is) 

 
The first step to replacing the existing Pelvis using the Pieces Parts method is to open up the corresponding ascii 

model file for the pelvis that you extracted earlier (pfh0_pelvis024.mdl for the Tutorial). The format of this file is similar, 
except that it only contains one body part node (Figure 33). 

 

 
Figure 33: Body Part Model: Corresponding Node  

Again there is information relating to the nodes parent, position and orientation. When copying information from the 
Body Part model, we will ignore those 3 lines and copy everything below orientation to the line that reads: endnode 

The next step is merely to highlight the text between orientation and endnode in the Body Parts model file and 
paste it in the same position in the Character model file (Figure 34). Remember, to leave the parent, position and orientation 
lines of the Character model alone. Once this is done, the information between orientation and endnode in the Character 
Model will be the same as the corresponding information in the Body Part model.  

The final step is to change the texture to the corresponding image file we extracted and converted to Targa (.TGA). 
For the tutorial, the texture file corresponding to the Pelvis is called: pene_pelvis001.tga. Replace the bitmap reference after 
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the word bitmap within the current node (Pelvis in this case) with the name of your character’s texture file (Without the 
extension) (Figure 35). 

 

 
Figure 34: Character Model: Text to Replace, stopping at the next 'endnode' 

 

 
Figure 35: Character Model: Result after replacing the Node information and Bitmap reference 

 
 
In the case that the Body Part model you are copying is a danglymesh (It will say this immediately after the word 

node on the first line for a new part), you must make sure that the Character Model piece is also labeled as a danglymesh 
(Usually it will be trimesh by default) (Figure 36). 
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Figure 36: Body Part Model: Model is a danglymesh 

 
Once you have replaced the word trimesh with danglymesh in the Character Model, follow the above procedures 

to copy everything between orientation and endnode from the Body Part Model to the Character Model as before. 
Change the bitmap reference to reflect the correct bitmap for that body part (For the Tutorial, the Right Leg bitmap is 
pene_legr001). 

Continue to copy and paste the Body Part Model information into your Character Model at each node as they appear 
in the Character Model. Ignore any nodes that are not models (node dummy lhand, etc). These are there to support the 
use of weapons, etc. In addition, you may need to delete some existing nodes (For instance the Shoulder node if your model 
does not include armored shoulders, as is the case with the Tutorial).  In this case, delete everything between and including the 
node keyword and the endnode (Figure 37). 
 

 
Figure 37: Character Model: Deleting Nodes that are not needed for our model 
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STOP! Make sure all Nodes have been replaced in the Character Model for each Armor Piece before 
proceeding! 
 
Step 13: Making your Character Model Accessible 

 
Tools: NWN Viewer v1.01 

Text Editor (WordPad, Notepad, etc) 
HakPak Editor 

  
If you have not already done so, extract the appearance.2da file into your NWN Override directory. To do this, open 

NWN Viewer, and select BIF -> Neverwinter Nights from the File menu bar. Select data\2da.bif and then select 
appearance.2da from the list of files. Right click on it select Extract Files… and place it in your Override directory. 

Open up appearance.2da in your favorite Text Editor and find the line near the top for the Human Character Model 
(Figure 38). Copy this line of text and paste it at the end of your appearance.2da file as the last entry  (Figure 39). If you have 
used a different model as the base (Dwarf, etc), copy the appropriate line instead of the one for Human. 

 

 
Figure 38: Default Human Character Model information 

 
Figure 39: Default Model pasted at the end of the appearance list 

Once this is done, a few changes need to be made before your model will be usable. First replace the ID number at the 
beginning of the line with the next number in the sequence (In the Tutorial that is number 300). Second, change the Label of 
your model to a descriptive name. If you need to use spaces, enclose the entire label with double quotations (i.e. “Test Model”). 
The Tutorial will use “penelope” as the label. Next, replace the StrRef field (In the Tutorial it is designated as 1991) with 
“****”. This enables your model to use the internal name for the display string instead of referring to dialog.tlk. The Name 
field should be changed to match either the Label you created or a descriptive statement that matches something in the toolset 
(I haven’t seen a real effect to what this is set to yet). The Race field should be changed to match the name of the Character 
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Model file you created (In the Tutorial, this is also penelope.mdl) without the extension of .MDL. Once you have changed 
these, the rest can stay default. Finally, you must change the model_type field to be something other than “P”. I do not know 
all the functions of this field, but “F” should work in this column. If you wish to change the other settings, you may do so, but 
that is beyond the scope of this tutorial (Figure 40). 

 

 
Figure 40: Appearance.2da modified to use Character Model 

The final step is to create a HakPak and add to it, your new appearance.2da file, your Character Model file (.MDL) 
and all the necessary texture files (.TGA). All of these must be included for the model to appear in the Toolset. For the 
Tutorial, the HakPak is called penelope.hak. 

 
STOP! Make sure all files are included in your HakPak before proceeding! 

 
 

Step 14: Using your Character Model as a Creature 
 

Tools: Aurora Toolset 
  

Either open an existing Module or create a new Module and in the Module Properties, include the HakPak you made 
previously with your Character Model in it (The Tutorial uses penelope.hak). Select Creature Wizard from the menu bar and 
create a new Creature Type. This type does not have to match the type used originally to make your Character Model. This is 
the Creature type you want to use your new appearance style for. For instance, you could create a construct with a Human 
Appearance in this manner. For the Tutorial, we will use Construct as our new Creature Type. Select any options you wish for 
your new Creature. 

NOTE: At the Appearance screen, you will NOT be able to select your new Character Model. This is a side effect to 
not having a dialog.tlk entry. However, once created, you can change the appearance in the palette.  

 
Once you have created your new Creature, it will appear in your Custom palette under the appropriate heading. For 

the Tutorial, we created a Penelope Golem, which appears under the Construct heading (Figure 41).  
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Figure 41: Palette for new Creature Model 

Right Click on your Palette entry and select Edit. Select the Appearance tab, and click on the Drop Down and select 
your Character Model by the name you gave it in the appearance.2da file (Penelope for the Tutorial). Once you do this, your 
Character Model should appear in the preview window, showing the new appearance for your creature as the Character Model 
you created (Figure 42). 

 

 
Figure 42: Construct with Character Model appearance! 

 
You can now place and use your new Creature with its custom Character Model appearance just as you would any 

other Creature or Monster (Figure 43). You can now treat your new model (.MDL) and its texture maps as any other single 
model NPC. One option is to use Obsidian Scaler/Skinner to resize it for other purposes. 

 
 

STOP! This concludes the Tutorial on Pieces Parts Modeling! 
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Bonus: Creating Giants 
 
 By using the Obsidian Scaler/Skinner, you can resize your new models and use them at new sizes. While beyond the 
scope of this Tutorial, here are some examples of two new Giants created using the approach in this Tutorial. They are standing 
next to a standard human. 
 

 
Figure 43: Happy Giant Family! 

 
 

 
 


